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Motivated by recent experimental results on glassy polymer nanoparticles, we develop a minimal
theoretical framework for the glass transition in spherical confinement. This is accomplished using
our cooperative-string model for supercooled dynamics, that was successful at recovering the bulk
phenomenology and describing the thin-film anomalies. In particular, we obtain predictions for the
mobile-layer thickness as a function of temperature, and for the effective glass-transition temperature
as a function of the radius of the spherical nanoparticle – including the existence of a critical
particle radius below which vitrification never occurs. Finally, we compare the theoretical results
to experimental data on polystyrene from the recent literature, and we discuss the latter.

INTRODUCTION

As a significant part of the ongoing research to-
wards the understanding of the glass transition [1–6],
the past two decades have seen significant interest in
the anomalous dynamics of thin glass-forming polymer
films [7, 8]. In particular, the observed reductions of the
glass-transition temperature in thin polymer films [9–13]
have been suggested to be either strongly influenced or
caused by the enhanced dynamics in the free-surface re-
gion [14–18], and have triggered an intense theoretical
activity [19–31]. Similarly, the effect of interfaces is ex-
pected to manifest in other geometries [32, 33]. The sim-
plest such case is that of polymer spherical nanoparti-
cles [34–41], and their recent colloidal analogues [42].

To our knowledge, the first report of anomalous dy-
namics in polymer nanoparticles is that of Sasaki et
al. [34]. In that work, differential scanning calorime-
try of aqueous dispersions of polystyrene nanospheres
in the 21-274 nm radius range showed no evidence for
a reduced glass-transition temperature, but instead re-
vealed a radius-dependent value of the step in heat ca-
pacity at the glass transition. Analysis of the data sug-
gested that this result is consistent with a near-surface
region of size ∼ 3.8 nm not contributing to the transi-
tion. Then, Rharby used neutron scattering to measure
mechanical deformations of polystyrene nanospheres in-
dividually dispersed in crosslinked polybuthylmethacry-
late matrices, and deduced glass-transition temperatures
that were reduced from the bulk value for nanospheres
less than ∼ 30 nm in radius [35]. Later measurements by
Zhang et al. [38], and Feng et al. [40], showed reductions
in the glass-transition temperature for spheres of larger
radii, and with a strong dependence on the sphere coat-
ing. The latter fact is reminiscent of the strong effect
even small amounts of residual surfactants can have on

thin-film reductions in the glass-transition temperature,
as reported by Chen and Torkelson [43]. The above large
disparity in observations may partially result from the
much more difficult sample preparation in making dis-
persed nanospheres, as compared to thin films. Indeed,
the presence of surfactants and/or residual monomers,
and the uncertainty in final molecular weight could re-
sult in large variations between different experiments.
Therefore, it appears necessary to establish a theoretical
framework for the description of the glass transition in
spherical confinement, and by this to enable comparisons
between the observations in thin films and nanoparticles.
As a remark, let us mention the existence of another the-
oretical attempt on nanoparticles, using a thermodynam-
ical analogy between vitrification and cristallization [44].

In this article, we utilise the cooperative-string
model [31] – recently developed and successfully applied
to thin glassy films – for the present case of glassy
nanoparticles. The general philosophy of our approach
consists in combining classical free-volume and coopera-
tivity arguments to the more recent observations of a spe-
cific string-like character of the cooperatively rearrang-
ing regions, within a minimal kinetic model allowing to
address analytically and quantitatively the confinement-
induced and interfacial effects. After recalling the main
ingredients of the bulk description, we turn to its modifi-
cation in spherical geometry and discuss the implications
for experiments. In particular, we characterize the extent
of the mobile-layer region as a function of temperature,
and we describe the glass-transition temperature reduc-
tions as a function of particle radius, providing predic-
tions for experiments, including the existence of a min-
imal radius below which vitrification never occurs. One
purpose of this work is that it allows a natural separation
between the effects intrinsic to glass formation, and those
related to the polymeric nature of the materials for which
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even the thin-film geometry [12] has so far defied a proper
theoretical description, despite promising ideas [45, 46].

COOPERATIVE-STRING MODEL

In a supercooled liquid, due to crowding and
caging [47], local rearrangements seem to require the co-
operative participation of a growing number of molecules
as the temperature T is decreased [48, 49]. This was re-
lated through phenomenological arguments [50, 51] to the
vanishing of the free volume [52] needed for relaxation,
and could lead to the tremendous slowing down of glassy
dynamics described by the empirical time-temperature
superposition [53–56]. This relaxation process defines a
temperature-dependent length scale ξ(T ) for the cooper-
atively rearranging regions, and thus for glassy dynamics
in the bulk [57, 58]. Furthermore, within some degree of
polydispersity in size, numerical simulations [59–61], and
experiments [62, 63], suggested that those regions might
take the form of unidimensional chains – the so-called
cooperative strings. In a recent article [31], we devel-
oped a minimal kinetic model based on those ideas, that
was successful in reproducing bulk phenomenology and
in describing thin-film anomalies. Below, we reproduce
the main ingredients of that model for a bulk supercooled
liquid.

As a preliminary, we would like to stress an important
point. For the sake of simplicity, we map the real liquid
state to a simple hard-sphere liquid and thus fully neglect
the enthalpic contributions in the activation barriers for
relaxation. Stated differently, we assume that entropic
effects are dominant in the critical slowing down of su-
percooled liquids. This is also what the Gibbs-DiMarzio
approach to glass formation in polymers would suggest,
with the underlying transition essentially determined by
a vanishing of the configurational entropy [48]. In fact,
we are not trying to come up with a definitive and de-
tailed theory of glassy dynamics, but rather address the
much simpler question: what physics are we able to get
out of the ideas of caging and cooperative motion? In
particular, more than the bulk description already devel-
oped by Adam and Gibbs [49] or Wolynes [58], our goal
is to understand how such a minimal free-volume model
will exhibit finite-size effects that are not always easily
determined in other approaches.

Let us consider a dense assembly of small molecules
with size λV and average intermolecular distance λ. The
volume fraction is thus φ ∝ (λV/λ)3. A test molecule sits
in a cage of volume ∼ λ3, with gates of length L ∼ λ−λV.
We set that a typical non-cooperative liquid-like local re-
laxation requires L > Lc = λc − λV, or equivalently λ to
be larger than λc – the so-called onset of cooperativity,
with volume fraction φc. Also, when λ ∼ λV, the gates
are completely closed (L ∼ 0) and the system is at ki-
netic arrest, with volume fraction φV. For λV < λ < λc,

the relaxation is possible but necessarily collective. It
requires a random string-like cooperative motion involv-
ing at least N∗ − 1 neighbours of the test molecule, that
provide a total space (N∗ − 1)L ∼ Lc − L by getting in
close contact with each other. The test molecule thus
sees a temporary larger gate, of length Lc, and can exit
the cage. Therefore, one gets the scaling expression of
the minimal number of molecules needed for a local re-
laxation, i. e. the so-called cooperativity:

N∗(φ) =

(
φV
φc

)1/3

− 1(
φV
φ

)1/3

− 1

. (1)

As expected, this expression reaches 1 at the coopera-
tive onset φc, where solitary rearrangements are allowed,
and diverges at the kinetic arrest point φV. Note that
the bulk glass-transition point φbulkg lies somewhere in
between those two extreme values.

By introducing the necessity of coherence between
molecular motions within a cooperative rearrangement,
one showed [31] that in a typical cooperative string made
of N∗ molecules the relaxation rate τ−1 follows:

τ0
τ

=

(
τ0
τc

)N∗

, (2)

where τc ∼ 1 ps is a typical liquid-like relaxation time
at the cooperative onset, and τ0 ∼ 10 fs is a molecular
time scale. Our description thus naturally leads to the
Adam-Gibbs phenomenology [49]. While the proposed
approach does globally use free volume to correlate to
dynamics, it does not necessarily mean that local regions
with higher free volume are always faster in a real ma-
terial, despite indications that this might be true [64].
In fact, the effect of coherence of molecular motion is at
least as important as the free volume itself. If parts of
the sample had a higher density, but also a higher co-
herence factor τ0/τc, then those parts may relax faster.
All of this is not considered in the context of the current
mean-field approach, but it does mean that we do not
necessarily have to assume a strict correlation between
local density and local mobility.

Since, in the temperature range considered, the ther-
mal expansion coefficient α = −(1/φ)dφ/dT of the su-
percooled liquid is almost constant, one has:

φ(T ) = φV[1− α(T − TV)] , (3)

where φ(TV) = φV defines the Vogel temperature TV.
Therefore, our description naturally leads to the Vogel-
Fulcher-Tammann time-temperature superposition [53–
55] without incorporation of any enthalpic contribution,
through the use of Eqs. (1), (2) and (3):

τ(T ) = τ0 exp

(
A

T − TV

)
, (4)
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FIG. 1: Two string-like cooperative paths in a supercooled
spherical nanoparticle of radius R. Relaxation of a test
molecule (green) at a distance r from the sphere center can
occur through either a bulk cooperative string (blue) of size ξ
(Eq. (7)), or a truncated string (red) touching the interface.

where A = (Tc − TV) ln(τc/τ0), and with φ(Tc) = φc by
definition of the onset temperature Tc.

As a first remark, τc/τ0 should be a constant only for
hard spheres. For a real liquid, the latter dimensionless
relaxation time is rather expected to follow an Arrhe-
nius law τc/τ0 = exp(Ta/T ), where kBTa is an activation
energy barrier proportional to the cohesive interaction
strength, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. In that
case, Eq. (4) would be replaced by the leading-order ex-
pression near the kinetic-arrest point:

τ ' B τ0 exp

(
C

T − TV

)
, (5)

where C = Ta(Tc − TV)/TV and logB = −C/TV are two
constants. Thus, the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann form is
still recovered asymptotically, which means, in this type
of description, that the details of the enthalpic contri-
butions are not essential to capture the critical slowing
down in an ideal supercooled liquid. As a second remark,
the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann law is only valid over some
temperature range, and in reality we do not expect the re-
laxation times to actually diverge (see e. g. [65]). Our ap-
proach should rather be considered as a high-temperature
approximation. The guiding idea behind that is to ad-
dress the new spherical-confinement situation (see next
section) using the most simple arguments, and in the bulk
the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann time-temperature superpo-
sition was the seminal approach before refinements: we
thus went through the exact same admittedly-idealized
path, before applying it to a novel geometry in order to
extract its essential features. The low-temperature be-
haviour lies beyond the scope of the present minimal de-
scription, as it might involve the fine details of the real
energy landscape.

As the bulk relaxation process presented here consists
of random cooperative strings involving N∗ molecules,
one can minimally describe them through ideal random

walks. The length scale ξ of the cooperatively rearrang-
ing regions is thus of the form ξ ∼ λ

√
N∗, near the ki-

netic arrest point. Note that if we rather use more real-
istic self-avoiding random walks, the exponent becomes
∼ 0.6 instead of 1/2 – but such a refinement would be
at the cost of mathematical simplicity for the confine-
ment effects discussed below. Invoking Eqs. (1) and (3),
one obtains the temperature-dependent expression of the
cooperativity:

N∗(T ) =
Tc − TV
T − TV

, (6)

and thus an asymptotic expression for the associated
length scale:

ξ(T ) = λV

√
Tc − TV
T − TV

. (7)

As a consequence of this description, the cooperative
length diverges at the Vogel temperature with a −1/2
power law, and is comparable to the molecular diameter
at the cooperative onset.

SPHERICAL CONFINEMENT

Within the context of the cooperative-string model
summarized above, we now investigate the effect of
confinement – a situation that arises when the system
size becomes comparable to the bulk cooperative length
ξ. More precisely, inspired by recent experimental re-
sults [34–41], we consider spherical nanoparticles of ra-
dius R. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the interface is a reservoir
of free volume and as such it truncates the cooperative
strings, leading to a higher local mobility. We therefore
introduce the average local cooperativity N∗s (r,R, T ), at
a distance r from the center of the sphere, and at tem-
perature T . Intuitively, if R − r is much larger than
ξ, the interface is typically not reached with less than
N∗ cooperative molecules. In contrast, when R − r be-
comes comparable to ξ, the cooperative strings start to
feel the interface, and the effective number of cooperative
molecules needed for relaxation is reduced. Lastly, as r
approaches R, we expect N∗s to vanish and the relaxation
to be purely liquid-like.

Because our minimal description of the local relaxation
process relies on random cooperative strings involving
N∗ molecules, we can use a first-passage argument in the
limit of large N∗, in order to determine N∗s . Before do-
ing so, we make the following remark. The typical string
length in numerical simulations is rather short [59]. This
is related to the fact that, due to computational time
constraints, those simulations were performed at rela-
tively high temperatures – basically near the caging on-
set – and thus address the onset of cooperative motion.
In contrast, in experiments, such as the ones with vi-
brated granular beads [62], or repulsive colloids [63] for
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instance, notably longer structures are seen. The clear
advantage of working near the kinetic-arrest point is to
get a Brownian description, and thus tractable analytical
results using first-passage probability densities. This is
an idealized asymptotic view valid only near the diver-
gence point. But, as for critical phenomena in continuous
phase transitions, it may allow to extract some univer-
sal features that might still be relevant away from the
divergence point.

For that purpose, we define n0 as the number of molec-
ular units at which a given realization of a random string
reaches the interface for the first “time”. If n0 ≥ N∗, the
string is bulk-like; if n0 < N∗, the string is truncated by
the interface. Therefore, the important quantity here is
the density of probability g(t) of the first-passage “time”
t = n0/N

∗ at the interface, located at dimensionless ra-
dial position R/ξ, of a 3D Brownian process starting at
dimensionless radial position r/ξ, with r < R. Below, we
briefly summarise the main mathematical steps allowing
to obtain g(t) explicitly. The Laplace transform of g(t)
can be written as [66, 67]:

ĝ(p) =
R

r

sinh
(
r
√
2p
ξ

)
sinh

(
R
√
2p
ξ

) . (8)

By using the Bromwich integral [68], one can invert the
Laplace transform through:

g(t) =
1

2πi

+i∞∫
−i∞

dp ĝ(p) exp(pt) (9)

=
+∞∑
n=0

Res
p=pn

[ĝ(p) exp(pt)] , (10)

where Res
p=pn

[ĝ(p) exp(pt)] is the residue of the function

ĝ(p) exp(pt) around the pole:

pn = −n2π
2ξ2

2R2
, (11)

with n a strictly positive integer. Note that if the nu-
merator of the right-hand side of Eq. (8) vanishes at a
given pn, the latter is actually not a pole of ĝ(p), and the
corresponding residue equals zero which preserves the va-
lidity of Eq. (10). Using l’Hôpital’s rule, Eq. (10) can be
further reformulated into the series:

g(t) =
1

uv2

+∞∑
n=1

(−1)n−1 sin(uan) an exp

(
−a

2
nt

2v2

)
,(12)

where we introduced an = nπ, u = r/R, and v = R/ξ,
for clarity.

Knowing the first-passage probability density g(t), one
can now compute the average local cooperativity N∗s by
averaging the minimum between N∗ and n0:

N∗s (r,R, T ) = N∗(T ) 〈min(1, t)〉t (13)

= N∗(T ) f

(
r

R
,
R

ξ(T )

)
, (14)
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FIG. 2: Predicted surface mobile-layer thicknesses hm of
spherical polystyrene nanoparticles as a function of temper-
ature T , according to Eqs. (16) and (17), for different sphere
radii as indicated. We used the bulk glass-transition temper-
ature T bulk

g = 371 K [69], and the onset temperature Tc =
463 K [57, 70]. We fixed the molecular diameter λV = 3.7 nm,
and the Vogel temperature TV = 322 K, to the values previ-
ously obtained for the thin-film geometry [31]. Note that we
replaced the +∞ bound by 25 in Eq. (16), and checked that
it provides sufficiently precise numerical estimates. For com-
parison, the dashed line indicates the flat-interface result used
for the thin-film geometry [31].

where 〈...〉t indicates the average over all first-passage
times. In the last equation, we introduced the truncation
factor:

f(u, v) = 1−
∫ 1

0

dt (1− t) g(t) (15)

= 4
v2

u

+∞∑
n=1

(−1)n−1 sin(uan)

a 3
n

[
1− exp

(
− a 2

n

2v2

)]
, (16)

that takes values in the interval [0, 1], and which depends
on the nanoparticle radius R, the radial location r of the
test molecule, and the bulk cooperative length ξ.

DISCUSSION

Using the results of the previous section, one can now
quantify the thickness of the mobile layer near the sur-
face of a nanoparticle. Let us consider a temperature T
below the bulk glass-transition temperature T bulk

g . At
the interface, the relaxation is non-cooperative or liquid-
like; in contrast, deep inside the sphere the relaxation
is bulk-like and the sample exhibits glassy dynamics.
Therefore, there must exist a distance hm from the inter-
face, at which the local cooperativity N∗s (R − hm, R, T )
equals the bulk cooperativity at the bulk glass transition
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N∗
(
T bulk
g

)
. Invoking Eqs. (6), (7), and (14), one obtains:

f

(
R− hm
R

,
R

λV

√
T − TV
Tc − TV

)
=

T − TV
T bulk
g − TV

, (17)

which implicitly defines the temperature-dependent
mobile-layer thickness hm(T ). The latter is plotted in
Fig. 2 for several sphere radii, and with the relevant pa-
rameters for polystyrene [31, 57, 69, 70]. A number of
observations can be made. First, as expected, the curves
converge at large R to the flat-interface result used for
the thin-film geometry [31]. Secondly, hm is an increas-
ing function of temperature, bounded by the system size
R. In all cases, at the bulk glass-transition tempera-
ture T bulk

g , i. e. when all the material is liquid, hm
equals the system size. Thirdly, below T bulk

g , hm is typ-
ically of the order of a few nanometers, consistent with
the ∼ 3.8 nm estimate of Sasaki et al. for polystyrene
nanospheres [34], as well as with several experimental ob-
servations on thin polystyrene films [14–18]. Finally, near
the Vogel temperature TV, hm saturates to a finite value
that can be calculated explicitly since the cooperativity
N∗ becomes very large (see Eq. (6)) and thus the typi-
cal values of t = n0/N

∗ are much lower than 1. In that
case, f = 〈min(1, t)〉t ' 〈t〉t = −ĝ′(0) = (R2 − r2)/(3ξ2),
according to Eq. (8). Using this approximation, as well
as Eqs. (7) and (17), one obtains the limiting value:

hm(TV)

R
= 1−

√
1−

(
Rmin

R

)2

, (18)

where Rmin =
√

3 ξ(T bulk
g ) ∼ 10 nm, with the parame-

ters relevant to polystyrene [31, 57, 69, 70]. This result
implies that a polystyrene nanoparticle with a nearly-
free interface and a radius below a certain nanometric
size remains liquid at all temperatures. Beyond its exact
estimate, which might not be captured by the minimal
model presented here, the existence of such a critical ra-
dius seems crucial as it might place important constraints
for potential applications. On a fundamental level, the
idea of a confinement-induced melting of a glass [32, 33]
for a system size comparable to the bulk cooperative
length ξ(T bulk

g ) at the bulk glass transition appears to
be relevant. As a last remark, note that as R diverges,
hm(TV) vanishes, as in the flat-interface result used for
the thin-film geometry [31].

We can now determine the effective glass-transition
temperature Tg(R) measured in nanoparticles of radius
R, by using the following criterion [26, 28]: the transition
occurs when half of the sample volume is liquid and the
other half is glassy, i.e. (R−hm)/R = 2−1/3 for a sphere.
Introducing F(v) = f

(
2−1/3, v

)
, and using Eq. (17), we

get:

R (Tg) = λV

√
Tc − TV
Tg − TV

F−1
( Tg − TV
T bulk
g − TV

)
, (19)
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FIG. 3: Comparison between experimental data (symbols) for
the reduced glass-transition temperature Tg(R) of spherical
polystyrene nanoparticles [35, 37, 40] of radius R, and the
theory (line) given by Eq. (19) – that invokes Eq. (16) through

F(v) = f(2−1/3, v). The fixed parameters are the bulk glass-
transition temperature T bulk

g = 371 K [69], and the onset tem-
perature Tc = 463 K [57, 70]. The two adjustable parameters
are the molecular diameter λV = 3.7 nm, and the Vogel tem-
perature TV = 322 K, that were fixed to the values previously
obtained for the thin-film geometry [31]. Note that we replaced
the +∞ bound by 25 in Eq. (16), and checked that it provides
sufficiently precise numerical estimates.

which implicitly defines Tg(R). The latter is plotted in
Fig. 3, with the relevant parameters for polystyrene [31,
57, 69, 70], and it is compared to experimental results
from the literature [35, 37, 40]. Two things become im-
mediately obvious. On one hand, it is clear and encourag-
ing that both the model and the data show reductions in
the glass-transition temperature for spherical polystyrene
nanoparticles with a radius of a few tens of nanometers.
On the other hand, making more detailed comparisons
is simply not possible due to large scatter in the experi-
mental data.

At this point, it is important to make a few remarks.
First, if we shift vertically the data of Zhang et al. [37],
in order to enforce equal T bulk

g values between all stud-
ies, the general agreement to literature data becomes
comparable to the thin-film case [31]. Secondly, the
presence of residual surfactants – a necessary ingredient
in many nanosphere preparation techniques – has been
shown to have a large effect on the magnitude of the
glass-transition temperature reductions in thin films [43],
and could thus be responsible for part of the experimen-
tal scatter. Thirdly, spherical polymer nanoparticles may
well be like freestanding films, in that no part of the sam-
ple is on a substrate. It is thus fruitful here to remember
the case of freestanding polystyrene thin films [12]. In
those samples, two different types of behaviour were ob-
served: i) for low molecular weights, there are reductions
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in the glass-transition temperature that do not depend on
the molecular weight, and which are similar to the ones in
supported films – well captured by our cooperative-string
model [31]; ii) in contrast, for large molecular weights, the
reductions in the glass-transition temperature are much
more pronounced, and exhibit a dependence with molec-
ular weight, suggesting another – polymeric – relaxation
mode [45, 46], still to be described theoretically in quan-
titative details.

To conclude, in view of the robustness of our
cooperative-string model for bulk samples and supported
films [31], and given the present results and discus-
sion, this work could be set as a theoretical frame-
work for describing the glassy dynamics in surfactant-free
monodisperse low-molecular-weight spherical nanoparti-
cles. Beyond the radius-dependent reduction in the glass-
transition temperature, the model offers a preliminary
prediction on the surface mobile-layer thickness as a func-
tion of temperature, and sets the existence of a minimal
sphere radius, below which vitrification never occurs. As
such, our results reveal important constraints on poten-
tial applications, and may serve as a guiding tool for
future fundamental studies around the glass transition,
in confinement, and at interfaces.
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